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ABSTRACT

Background

Idiopathic toe walking (ITW) is an exclusionary diagnosis given to healthy children who persist in walking on their toes after they should typically have achieved a heel-toe gait. The literature discusses conservative and surgical interventions using a variety of treatment modalities. Young children and children without a limitation in ankle dorsiflexion (the upwards movement of the foot towards the shin of the leg) are commonly treated with conservative interventions. Older children who continue toe walking and present with limitations in ankle dorsiflexion are sometimes treated with surgical procedures. This systematic review is needed to evaluate the evidence for any intervention for the treatment of ITW. The conclusions of this review may support decision making by clinicians caring for children with ITW. It may also assist families when deciding on treatment options for their children with ITW. Many of the treatments employed have financial implications for parents or healthcare services. This review also aims to highlight any deficits in the current research base.

Objectives

To assess the effects of conservative and surgical interventions in children with ITW, specifically effects on gait normalisation, ankle range of motion, pain, frequency of recurrence, and any adverse effects.

Search methods

On 29 April 2019, we searched the Cochrane Neuromuscular Specialised Register, CENTRAL, MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL Plus, and PEDro. We searched the following registers of clinical trials for ongoing and recently completed trials: the World Health Organization (WHO) International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP, apps.who.int/trialsearch), and ClinicalTrials.gov (clinicaltrials.gov). We searched conference proceedings and other grey literature in the BIOSIS databases and System for Information on Grey Literature in Europe (OpenGrey, opengrey.eu). We searched guidelines via the Turning Research Into Practice database (TRIP, tripdatabase.com) and National Guideline Clearinghouse (guideline.gov). We did not apply language restrictions.

Selection criteria

We considered randomised or quasi-randomised trials for inclusion in the review if they involved participants diagnosed with ITW gait in the absence of a medical condition known to cause toe walking, or associated with toe walking. As there is no universally accepted age group for ITW, this review includes ITW at any age, who have been toe walking for more than six months, who can or cannot walk with a heel-toe gait, and who may or may not have limited dorsiflexion of the ankle joint.
Data collection and analysis

We used standard Cochrane methodological procedures. The primary outcome was improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking). Secondary outcomes were active and passive range of motion of the ankle joint, pain, recurrence of ITW after treatment, and adverse events. We assessed the certainty of the evidence using the GRADE framework.

Main results

Four studies, comprising 104 participants, met the inclusion criteria. One study did not report data within the appropriate follow-up time-frame and data from two studies were insufficient for analysis. The single study from which we extracted data had 47 participants and was a randomised, controlled, parallel-group trial conducted in Sweden. It tested the hypothesis that combined treatment with serial casting and botulinum toxin type A (BTX) was more effective than serial casting alone in reducing ITW gait.

This study found that more participants treated with BTX improved (defined as toe walking less than 50% of the time, as reported by parents) (risk ratio (RR) 1.21, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.57 to 2.55; 1 trial, 46 participants; very low-certainty evidence). However, there was little or no difference between groups in passive ankle joint dorsiflexion range of movement on the right with the knee extended (mean difference (MD) -1.48°, 95% CI -4.13 to 1.16; 1 trial, 47 participants), on the right with the knee flexed (MD 0.04°, 95% CI -1.80 to 1.73; 1 trial, 46 participants), on the left with the knee flexed (MD 1.07, 95% CI -1.22 to 3.37), or on the left with the knee extended (MD 0.05, 95% CI -0.91 to 1.91). Nor was there a clear difference between the groups in recurrence of toe-walking gait (assessed via severity of toe walking (graded 1 (mild), 2 (moderate), or 3 (severe)) on gait analysis, analysed as continuous data: MD 0.34 points, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.78; 46 participants). In principle, MDs greater than zero (i.e.) positive values would favour BTX and casting and negative values would favour casting alone. We have not reported effects as better or worse because all results were from evidence of very low certainty. We downgraded the certainty of evidence because of study limitations (outcome assessment was not blinded) and imprecision. Outcomes of pain and active range of motion were not reported in the included study.

In terms of adverse events, calf pain was reported twice in the casting-only group and three times in the BTX group. There were three minor skin problems in each group and one reported case of pain directly after BTX injection. The report did not state if calf pain and skin irritation were from the same or different participants. The study authors reported that adverse events did not alter treatment adherence.

Authors’ conclusions

The certainty of evidence from one study, which compared serial casting with serial casting with BTX for ITW in children, was too low for conclusions to be drawn. A further three studies reported outcomes relating to BTX, footwear, exercises, and different types of orthoses as interventions, however the outcome data were too limited to assess their effects.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY

Treatments for toe walking in children that is not associated with a medical condition

Background

It is estimated that up to five per cent of children are diagnosed with toe walking without a medical cause (known as idiopathic toe walking; ITW). We do not know why children have this walking style or what its long-term impact might be. Children with ITW often present to health professionals with tight muscles at the back of their lower legs. This tightness is most commonly treated with stretches, plaster casts, or surgery.

Review question

We were interested in the effects of treatments for ITW in children. Cochrane authors collected relevant clinical trials to answer this question and assessed the evidence.

Date up to date

This Cochrane Review is current to 29 April 2019.

Study characteristics

Four trials met the inclusion criteria. They included a total of 104 people; however, three trials did not provide results that we could include in the review. (One trial studied different kinds of foot orthoses, which are in-shoe devices that redistribute force and change gait), and two investigated the effects of adding botulinum toxin injections to various treatments such as stretching, exercises, splints, and footwear.) This review therefore only included the results of one trial, in which 47 children (aged between 5 and 14.5 years) received treatment with either plaster casts alone or plaster casts and injections of botulinum toxin A (BTX) into calf muscles. The study reported how much the children toe walked (based on their parents’ observation), any change in ankle range of movement, and relapse (whether the children were still toe walking 12 months after treatment). The included study took place in Sweden and was not funded by anyone with a commercial interest in the results of the study.
Results

The evidence was too uncertain to determine whether or not there were differences in outcomes (amount of toe walking observed by parents, range of movement at the ankle, or recurrence of toe walking at 12 months) between children who received plaster casts and injections of BTX into calf muscles, compared to those who received plaster casts alone.

There were small numbers of adverse events in both groups, including calf pain and minor skin problems during treatment.

Conclusion

The available evidence is too uncertain to determine whether treatment with BTX injections and plaster casts are any more effective than just plaster casts in children with toe walking not associated with a medical condition. The limited evidence found in this review indicates a need for future research on treatments for this condition.
### SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Summary of findings for the main comparison. Botulinum toxin plus conservative treatment versus conservative treatment only

**Casting + botulinum toxin A (BTX) compared with casting only for idiopathic toe walking (ITW)**

**Population:** children with ITW gait  
**Settings:** outpatient  
**Intervention:** casting + BTX  
**Comparison:** casting only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Illustrative comparative risks* (95% CI)</th>
<th>Relative effect (95% CI)</th>
<th>No of Participants (studies)</th>
<th>Certainty of the evidence (GRADE)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Improvement (greater than 50% of time spent) heel-toe walking**  
Measured by parents’ perception of toe walking frequency more than 50% of the time. Follow-up: 12 months |  |  |  |  |  |
| Assumed risk¹  
Casting only | 462 per 1000 | 558 per 1000 (263 to 1000) | RR 1.21 (0.57 to 2.55) | 46 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊝⊝⊝ a,b,c  
**Very low** |
| Corresponding risk  
Casting + BTX |  |  |  |  |  |
| **Active range of motion of the ankle joint**  
Not measured |  |  |  |  |  |
| **Change from baseline in passive ankle dorsiflexion range of movement**  
Follow-up: 12 months |  |  |  |  |  |
| Right knee extended | The mean change in ankle range of movement in the casting-only group was an increase of 6.48° | The mean change in passive ankle dorsiflexion range of movement in the casting + BTX group was on average 1.48° lower (less increase) than in the casting group (4.13° lower to 1.16° higher) | - | 47 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊝⊝⊝ a,b,d  
**Very low** |
| Right knee flexed | The mean change in ankle range of motion in the casting-only group was a decrease of 0.96° | The mean change in passive ankle dorsiflexion range of movement in the casting + BTX group was on average 0.04° lower (more decrease) than in the casting | - | 46 (1 RCT) | ⊕⊝⊝⊝ a,b,d  
**Very low** |

A increase in the range of movement is desirable. The minimum clinically important change has not been established.
### Comparison of Change in Ankle Range of Motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Left knee extended</th>
<th>The mean change in ankle range of motion in the casting-only group was an increase of 5.39º</th>
<th>The mean change in passive ankle dorsiflexion range of movement in the casting + BTX group was on average 1.07º higher (more increase) than in the casting group (1.22º lower to 3.37º higher)</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>47 (1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Left knee flexed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The mean change in ankle range of motion in the casting-only group was 0.00º</th>
<th>The mean change in passive ankle dorsiflexion range of movement in the casting + BTX group was on average 0.50º higher (more increase) than in the casting group (0.91º lower to 1.91º higher)</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>46 (1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Pain

Not measured

### Recurrence of ITW post-treatment

**Assessed by improvement in toe walking based on Gait Analysis Classification**

An increase indicates improvement (an improvement indicated by a change in downgrading of the severe or 3, moderate or 2, and mild or 1 classification)

Follow-up: 12 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The mean change in ITW severity in the casting only group was 0.85 points</th>
<th>The mean change in ITW severity in the casting + BTX group was on average 0.34 points more than in the casting group (0.09 less to 0.78 more)</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>46 (1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Adverse events

No discontinuation of treatment or fatal events were reported. The trial author provided individual participant data by personal communication and reported that there were no discontinuations of treatment. Minor adverse events were reported, such as skin irritation and mid-calf pain related to the cast or casting process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>-</th>
<th>47 (1 RCT)</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% CI) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).

CI: confidence interval; MD: mean difference; RCT: randomised controlled trial; RR: risk ratio; SD: standard deviation

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence

**High certainty**: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect.
**Moderate certainty:** Further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate.

**Low certainty:** Further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate.

**Very low certainty:** We are very uncertain about the estimate.

- *Downgraded due to indirectness (for continuous outcomes the assumed risk is the control group).*
- *Downgraded due to risk of bias (participants and outcome assessors were not blinded to the allocation).*
- *Downgraded due to imprecision (the optimal information size has not been met).*
- *Downgraded due to imprecision (the CI includes effects that may lead to different clinical decisions).*
BACKGROUND

Description of the condition

Idiopathic toe walking (ITW) is a diagnosis given to healthy children who persist in walking on their toes after they should typically have achieved a heel-toe gait. The estimated prevalence of ITW is approximately five per cent of healthy children (Engström 2012), and the condition commonly affects boys more than girls (Bernhard 2005; Engelbert 2011).

Children progress through a number of stages when learning to walk. Toddlers initially walk with stilted leg shuffling, then cruise around furniture before starting to walk flat-footed. As children mature, they walk with a heel-toe gait (Hallemans 2003; Norlin 1981), which comprises three distinct phases: initial heel strike, midfoot contact, and toe-off. During the development of heel-toe gait, some children walk on their toes. However, toe walking is not a stage that all children will progress through, and heel strike is present in most children by the age of 18 months (Sutherland 1980). A toe-walking gait is described by authors as a normal variant in motor development for healthy children up to the age of 18 months (Sala 1999; Sutherland 1980), two years (Fox 2006; Hemo 2006; Stricker 1998), five years (Westberry 2008), and even until seven years of age (Kalen 1986). Parents are encouraged to seek advice from health professionals when toe walking persists. However, a lack of consensus remains on when to seek advice.

Idiopathic toe walking is an exclusionary diagnosis given to otherwise healthy children who continue to toe walk longer than is normally expected. Many conditions are associated with a toe-walking gait and exclusion of these often make the diagnosis of ITW challenging for health professionals (Engelbert 2011; Williams 2010). Toe walking may result from an inability to achieve heel strike due to an underlying neurological or neuromuscular impairement. Conditions commonly associated with a toe-walking gait include cerebral palsy (Wren 2010), muscular dystrophy (Hyde 2000), and orthopaedic conditions, such as congenital talipes equinovarus (Caselli 1988). Toe walking is also commonly observed in children with autistic spectrum disorders (Barrow 2011; Ming 2007), intellectual disabilities, and developmental speech and language disorders (Accardo 1989; Accardo 1992).

Persistent toe walking in healthy children was first defined by Hall and colleagues as “congenital short tendo calcaneus” (Hall 1967). This definition was given because the population in this study demonstrated Achilles tendon tightness. This diagnosis was later changed to “habitual toe walking” (Griffin 1977), and subsequently the term “idiopathic toe walking” was introduced in 1980 (Conrad 1980). Most authors agree that ITW is a diagnosis of exclusion, made when children persist in walking on their toes with no signs of a neurological, orthopaedic, or psychological condition (Armand 2006; Brouwer 2000; Eastwood 1997; Engström 2010; Griffin 1977; Hall 1967; Hemo 2006; Hicks 1988; Hirsch 2004; Kalen 1986; Kogan 2001; McMulkin 2006; Papariello 1985; Pendharkar 2012; Shulman 1997; Solan 2010; Stott 2004; Williams 2010).

The aetiology of ITW continues to be investigated. Many hypotheses exist as to why healthy children continue to toe walk, including presence of a hereditary genetic disorder with an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance with variable expression (Katz 1984), an increase in the proportion of type I muscle fibres (Eastwood 1997), sensory processing difficulties (Williams 2012), and the use of infant walkers (Engelbert 1999). Some authors describe children with ITW as having the ability to walk with a heel strike, but preferring to walk on their toes (Crenna 2005; Williams 2010). Children who have ITW-gait often also have limited ankle dorsiflexion (Brouwer 2000; Hall 1967; Hicks 1988; Williams 2013a).

The consequences of persistent and untreated toe walking are unclear. Untreated toe walking may lead to a higher chance of tripping or falling (Caselli 1988), or have a social or cosmetic impact (Gormley 1997; Pendharkar 2008); however, these statements are not based on systematic observations. Many authors believe intervention for ITW should be undertaken to improve any restriction in ankle range of motion, and that if no treatment is undertaken, children with ITW are at a greater chance of developing more severe limitations in this range (Bernhard 2005; Brunt 2004; Gormley 1997; Hemo 2006; Sobel 1997). However, no clinical trials (i.e. parallel-group randomised trials) have compared treatment to no treatment. This limits the evidence supporting treatments for this condition. One study recruited 80 children and reassessed them three to eight years after initial presentation. Of these, 48 children did not receive active intervention (but were observed over time), wore modified footwear, or performed gastrocnemius and soleus stretching exercises under the supervision of a parent or healthcare professional. The study concluded that persistent toe walking did not result in significant functional disturbance, foot deformities, or pain (Stricker 1998). Similarly, a small study involving 11 adolescents and adults found limited long-term structural impact of toe walking, with a small percentage continuing to toe walk from 7 to 21 years after initial presentation (three participants, 27%) (Hirsch 2004). Another study also found spontaneous correction of ITW associated with age in 32 out of 41 children aged between three and eight years (Tausig 2001). This evidence has led authors to postulate that ITW is a benign condition that resolves spontaneously in most instances and causes a child (but not necessarily their parents) little concern while it lasts.

Description of the intervention

The literature discusses both conservative and surgical interventions for ITW. Young children and children without a limitation in ankle dorsiflexion are commonly treated with conservative interventions. Older children who continue toe walking and present with limitations in ankle dorsiflexion are sometimes treated with surgical procedures.

Many types of conservative inactive and active interventions have been investigated, including observation over time (Eastwood 2000; Elff 2006; Stricker 1998); muscle stretching exercise programmes targeting gastrocnemius, soleus, or both (Stricker 1998); motor control intervention (Clark 2010); auditory feedback (Conrad 1980); footwear (Caselli 2002); ankle-foot or foot-only orthoses (Caselli 2002; Herrin 2016; Sala 1999; Stricker 1998); serial casting (Brouwer 2000; Eastwood 2000; Griffin 1977; Katz 1984; Stott 2004; Stricker 1998); different flooring surfaces (Fanchiang 2016); and botulinum toxin type A (BTX) (Engstrom 2013; Gormley 1997).

Surgical interventions include percutaneous Achilles tendon lengthening (Caselli 2002; Hemo 2006; Jahn 2009; Kogan 2001; McMulkin 2006; Stott 2004); open Achilles tendon lengthening via a Z-lengthening or slide technique (Hemo 2006); Baker’s gastrocnemius-soleus lengthening (Stott 2004); and the Vulpius procedure (gastrocnemius recession surgery) (Jahn 2009; McMulkin 2006).
Most surgical interventions aim to achieve at least 10° of ankle dorsiflexion (McMulkin 2006).

How the intervention might work

Apart from simple observation, most interventions aim to lengthen the Achilles tendon, increase dorsiflexion of the ankle joint, and thereby facilitate a typical heel-toe gait pattern. Other interventions have aimed to inhibit the gait pattern, facilitate heel contact, and challenge the sensory system of the child. A short description of the mechanisms behind interventions for ITW follows.

- Observation (regular review) is used to monitor any developing limitation in ankle dorsiflexion (Eiff 2006), and identify the need for further active intervention.
- Stretching exercises are often prescribed in the presence of reduced ankle dorsiflexion. The Cochrane Review ‘Stretch for the treatment and prevention of contractures’ describes the general theory of stretching and presents detailed evidence (Katalinic 2010).
- Ankle-foot orthoses, full-length foot orthoses, footwear, and serial casts may prolong the time of a stretching intervention according to the theory about stretching presented by Katalinic 2010). These devices may also physically inhibit the child from getting up on their tiptoes. These interventions are commonly used in children with good ankle dorsiflexion range of motion for gait re-education, motor control, or both (Brouwer 2000).
- Motor control intervention is based on the premise that a toe-walking gait in children older than three years may be due to motor control deficiency (Clark 2010). The motor control intervention aims to facilitate an erect standing and walking posture, and to secure a ground reaction force relative to the ankle axis.
- Augmented auditory feedback is a device that produces an auditory signal when the foot-switch is closed on heel contact (Conrad 1980). The device aims to establish a normal muscle response and heel-strike gait.
- Footwear therapy utilizes footwear with a rigid sole and straight last (Caselli 2002). This shoe design is thought to limit dorsiflexion at the metatarsal-phalangeal joint and thereby prevent toe walking.
- Different flooring surfaces have been utilised to challenge sensory processing abilities with different plantar tactile input (Fanchiang 2016).
- Intramuscular BTX injection into gastrocnemius or soleus (or both) is used to reduce muscle tightness. When it is injected into the gastrocnemius or soleus muscles, it reduces the ability to develop plantarflexion torque, especially at the end of swing phase (Brunt 2004). BTX is commonly used in children with cerebral palsy who walk on their toes to reduce calf muscle tightness. The Cochrane Review ‘Botulinum toxin type A in the treatment of lower limb spasticity in cerebral palsy’ describes this in detail (Ade-Hall 2000).
- Percutaneous and open Achilles tendon lengthening are surgical techniques to treat a fixed contracture of the Achilles tendon. The procedure is described in more detail in Moreau 1987. Percutaneous lengthening of the Achilles tendon is generally preferred over open lengthening, because less scar formation and less pain occur (Kogan 2001).
- The Vulpian procedure for lengthening of the Achilles tendon consists of an incision of the gastrocnemius and, commonly, also the soleus fascia. The Baker procedure is a variation of the Vulpian procedure, where the gastrocnemius fascia is cut in a tongue-and-groove fashion instead of more transversely (Yngve 1996).

Why it is important to do this review

This systematic review is required to evaluate the evidence for any intervention for the treatment of ITW. The conclusions of this review may guide clinicians in tailoring care for children with ITW. As many of the treatments employed have financial implications for parents or healthcare services, this review also aims to highlight any deficits in the current research base.

OBJECTIVES

To assess the effects of conservative and surgical interventions in children with idiopathic toe walking (ITW), specifically effects on gait normalisation, ankle range of motion, pain, frequency of recurrence, and any adverse effects.

METHODS

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

We included randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and quasi-RCTs (studies that use methods of allocation which are not strictly random, for example, hospital numbers or date of birth).

Types of participants

We considered for inclusion any study that involved participants diagnosed with ITW-gait in the absence of a medical condition known to cause toe walking, or be associated with toe walking. As there is no universally accepted age group for ITW, we included children who had been diagnosed with ITW at any age, who had been toe walking for more than six months, who could and could not walk with a heel-toe gait, and who may or may not have had limited dorsiflexion of the ankle joint (a definition based on Eastwood 1997; Hemo 2006; Hirsch 2004; Kalen 1986; Kogan 2001; McMulkin 2006; Sala 1999; Shulman 1997; Stricker 1998; Stott 2004; and Westberry 2008).

Types of interventions

We considered conservative and surgical treatment. We defined conservative treatment as watchful waiting, stretching exercises (guided either by a health professional within the clinical setting or implemented within the home environment), footwear, orthoses, serial casting (with or without botulinum toxin treatment), botulinum toxin treatment (with or without serial casting), external stimulation aimed at tactile input, and feedback devices in footwear. We operationally defined surgical interventions as all percutaneous and open procedures aimed at improving dorsiflexion of the ankle joint and regaining a typical heel-toe gait pattern. We considered comparisons of any intervention versus another, or versus no intervention (also known as watchful waiting).

Types of outcome measures

We specified that we would report the following outcomes; however, we did not use them as criteria for selecting studies for the review.
Primary outcomes

Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking), preferably measured as the proportion of participants with improvement based on quantifiable judgements by the child, parent, or healthcare professional, or by kinematic or gait analysis. Time frame: six months.

Secondary outcomes

- Active range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree of change from baseline. Time frame: six months.
- Passive range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree of change from baseline. Time frame: six months.
- Pain, measured by different scales, e.g. visual analogue scale (VAS). Time frame: six months (change).
- Recurrence of ITW post-treatment. Time frame: 12 months.
- Adverse events (whereby ‘any adverse events’ are those which lead to discontinuation of treatment, and ‘serious adverse events’ are those which are fatal, life-threatening, or require prolonged hospitalisation). Depending on the type of intervention, adverse events are likely to include injuries, rupture of the Achilles tendon, weakness of the lower limb muscles due to over-correction or adverse effects of BTX, compartment syndrome, pressure wounds from serial casting, swelling, and infection.

Search methods for identification of studies

Electronic searches

We searched the following databases.

- Cochrane Neuromuscular Specialised Register via the Cochrane Register of Studies (CRS-Web, 29 April 2019; Appendix 1)
- Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) via CRS-Web (29 April 2019; Appendix 2)
- MEDLINE (1946 to 26 April 2019; Appendix 3)
- Embase (1947 to 26 April 2019; Appendix 4)
- CINAHL Plus (1937 to 26 April 2019; Appendix 5)
- Web of Science meetings and proceedings (29 April 2019; Appendix 6)
- Open Grey (Grey Literature in Europe opengrey.eu/) (29 April 2019; Appendix 7)
- US National Institutes of Health Ongoing Trials Register Clinical-Trials.gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov; Appendix 8)
- World Health Organization International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP, apps.who.int/trialsearch; Appendix 9)

We also searched guidelines via the Turning Research into Practice database (TRIP, tripdatabase.com), and National Guideline Clearinghouse (guideline.gov). We did not apply language restrictions; however a RCT filter was placed on all search strategies where possible within the database.

Searching other resources

We checked reference lists of included studies and journals citing the article. We contacted trial authors to identify any additional published or unpublished data.

We contacted experts in the field and trial authors for ongoing trials. We applied no limitations in terms of publication status (i.e. published or unpublished) or language.

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies

Two review authors (AC and MF) independently assessed all the titles and abstracts identified by the search. We obtained the full text of studies that possibly or definitely fulfilled inclusion criteria according to the abstract. We resolved disagreements through discussion and, when necessary, consulted another review author (CW). We also searched the reference lists and citations of included articles to determine if any further articles met the inclusion criteria. All included studies were in English. We developed a PRISMA flow diagram to document the study selection process (Moher 2009).

We described reasons for exclusion of studies that appeared eligible, but failed to meet the inclusion criteria, in a Characteristics of excluded studies table.

Data extraction and management

Two review authors (AC and KG) carried out the data extraction independently. They resolved discrepancies through discussion and, when necessary, consulted another review author (CW). The review authors used a standard data extraction form from Covidence. The form recorded information on the eligibility of the study in relation to the research question; methods; population; intervention; comparison interventions; outcomes; results, any adverse events; and miscellaneous information (such as funding and conflicts of interest). Where data were missing, we requested data from the author.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

Two review authors (AC and RE) independently assessed the risk of bias in included studies using the Cochrane ‘Risk of bias’ tool (Higgins 2011). They resolved disagreements through discussion and, when necessary, another review author assisted (CW). If necessary information was not available within the article, we contacted the trial authors. We reported the source of any such information in the review.

We assessed the risk of bias according to the following domains.

- Random sequence generation
- Allocation concealment
- Blinding of participants and personnel
- Blinding of outcome assessment
- Incomplete outcome data
- Selective outcome reporting
- Other bias.

We graded each potential source of bias as high, low or unclear risk, and provided a quote from the study report together with a justification for our judgment in the ‘Risk of bias’ table for the included trials.

Assessment of bias in the review process

We conducted the review according to the published protocol (Williams 2016); minor deviations are outlined in Differences between protocol and review. We included four trials in this review.
There was a deviation from the protocol to allow extraction of data from an alternative time point. This enabled us to extract data from Engstrom 2013, as this trial reported data at three and 12 months. We contacted the trial author and obtained individual participant data so that we could calculate the change from baseline for the required outcome measures, and calculate change from baseline to 12 months. We determined three months was not long enough for a true representation of treatment effect, and included only the 12-month data.

**Measures of treatment effect**

We collected both dichotomous and continuous data. For continuous outcomes, we reported the mean difference (MD) and corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI). For dichotomous outcomes, we calculated a risk ratio (RR) with a 95% CI.

**Unit of analysis issues**

Randomisation within the included trial was done at the individual level. Trial outcomes were assessed per participant, not per foot. The trial reported outcomes per foot and these were reported within the results.

**Dealing with missing data**

We contacted trial authors to gather or clarify missing data.

**Data synthesis**

Meta-analysis was not possible due to a lack of data. We presented the results in a narrative format. We planned to use Review Manager 5 for data analysis (RevMan 2014), but instead carried out statistical analysis using SPSS as data were provided in this format (IBM Corp. 2013).

**Summary of findings' and GRADE**

We created a 'Summary of findings' table and presented the following outcomes.

- Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking), preferably measured as the proportion of participants with improvement based on quantifiable judgements by the child, parent, or healthcare professional, or by kinematic or gait analysis. Time frame: six months.
- Active range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree of change from baseline. Time frame: six months.
- Passive range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree of change from baseline. Time frame: six months.
- Pain, measured by different scales, e.g. visual analogue scale (VAS). Time frame: six months (change).
- Recurrence of ITW post-treatment. Time frame: 12 months.
- Adverse events (whereby 'any adverse events' are those which lead to discontinuation of treatment, and ‘serious adverse events’ are those which are fatal, life-threatening, or require prolonged hospitalisation). Depending on the type of intervention, adverse events are likely to include injuries, rupture of the Achilles tendon, weakness of the lower limb muscles due to over correction or adverse effects of BTX, compartment syndrome, pressure wounds from serial casting, swelling, and infection.

We used the five GRADE considerations (study limitations, consistency of effect, imprecision, indirectness, and publication bias) to assess the certainty of a body of evidence (studies that contribute data for the prespecified outcomes) (Atkins 2004). We considered RCTs as high-certainty evidence if the five factors above were not present to any serious degree, but downgraded the certainty to moderate, low, or very low according to the GRADE criteria. We downgraded evidence once if a consideration was serious and twice if very serious. We justified all decisions to downgrade or upgrade the certainty of evidence using footnotes. We used GRADEpro GD T software to create the table (GRADEpro GD T).

**Additional methods**

We documented methods that were described in the protocol, but were not required due to the absence of meta-analysis, in Appendix 10.

**RESULTS**

**Description of studies**

**Results of the search**

The initial search yielded 906 potentially relevant records prior to removal of duplicates. There were 513 references from MEDLINE, 198 from Embase, 55 from CINAHL, 10 from the Cochrane Neuro-muscular Specialised Register, and 130 from the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL). Following removal of duplicates, we screened the titles or abstracts of 825 articles. Nineteen full-text articles or abstracts met inclusion criteria. One abstract was a secondary reference for an included study (Engstrom 2013), and we matched a published article to a thesis (Fanchiang 2014). From these 19 studies, we included four trials, of which one had outcome data for extraction. We identified no further studies through handsearching. The PRISMA flow chart describes the study selection process (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Study flow diagram.

- 836 records identified through database searching
- 0 additional records identified through other sources

825 records after duplicates removed

825 records screened

805 records excluded

Excluded articles:
- 9 full-text articles or abstracts were excluded based on non-randomised controlled study designs
- 1 registered trial with request for IPD
- 2 articles were systematic reviews
- 1 abstract was the duplicate of an included study
- 1 abstract was the duplicate of an excluded study
Figure 1. (Continued)

19 studies assessed for eligibility

4 studies included in qualitative synthesis

No studies included in quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis)

1 abstract was the duplicate of an excluded study
1 study awaiting classification
Included studies

Four studies met the inclusion criteria (D’Apote 2012; Engstrom 2013; Herrin 2016; Satila 2016); however, only Engstrom 2013 provided usable outcome data. Herrin 2016 was a randomised, parallel-group, controlled trial that compared the use of ankle-foot orthoses to full-length in-shoe orthoses. The authors reported outcomes at six weeks, which was shorter than the six-month minimum timeframe outlined in the review protocol. Satila 2016 was also a randomised, parallel-group, controlled trial; it compared a group of conservative treatments (indoor shoes with firm heel cup and straps, night splints, home strengthening programme) to conservative treatments in addition to BTX injections. This trial met the outcome timeframe stipulated in our protocol; however, outcome data were only published in graphical format, and accurate numbers for the outcome were not extractable. D’Apote 2012 presented an abstract of a pilot randomised cross-over trial comparing BTX only to BTX and ankle-foot orthoses and exercises. The overall pilot trial results were presented in this abstract. This study met our specified time frames for outcome measurement; however, on contact with the study authors we found that the trial had been discontinued, and the authors were unable to provide any summary results for outcomes of interest. Outcome measurement data from these three studies were therefore too limited for further analysis or narrative reporting.

One randomised, controlled, parallel-group trial underwent full data extraction and analysis (Engstrom 2013). The study was designed to test the hypothesis that combined treatment of casts and BTX was more effective than casts alone in reducing toe walking. It included an equivalent standard care programme for both groups. The children were prescribed a home exercise programme, including calf stretches. The study randomised 47 children to four weeks of treatment with below-the-knee walking casts, either as the sole treatment (casting group) or following BTX injection into the calf muscles (casting + BTX group).

The demographics of all four included trials are presented in Characteristics of included studies.

Interventions

Casting

All children in Engstrom 2013 had bilateral below-the-knee walking casts applied for four weeks. Casts were applied with the ankle in a neutral position. Each cast was applied by the same nurse who had additional training in casting.

Casting with the addition of botulinum toxin type A

The children allocated to the casting and BTX group underwent bilateral injections with BTX 12 units/kg body weight, under sedation. Each child had four injections in each calf: two into the proximal third of the lateral and medial gastrocnemius muscle belly, and two in the distal aspect of the gastrocnemius-soleus complex. The cast was applied to the children in the casting group in a similar manner, by the same nurse. The casts were applied between one and two weeks after the injections.

Home exercise programme

Children in both groups were prescribed a stretching and heel-walking programme by a physiotherapist, following cast removal. Children and parents received verbal and written instructions. The stretching dosage was five times per week; however, the length of each stretch was not reported (Engstrom 2013). The prescribed heel-walking dosage was 50 steps per day. No monitoring or record of adherence was reported.

Excluded studies

We excluded 11 studies (see: Characteristics of excluded studies). Although all were clearly ineligible for the review, we listed them as excluded studies because of the paucity of RCT evidence. Of these studies, we excluded nine for not being RCTs (Alvarez 2007; Benedetti 2013; Brouwer 2000; Brunt 2004; Fanchiang 2014; Jadhav 2017; Jahn 2009; Michalitsis 2019; Thielemann 2019), and two for being systematic reviews (Eiff 2006; Gámez-Iruela 2015).

The excluded studies reported interventional treatment modalities such as gait retraining, orthotic intervention, stretching, serial casting, BTX, and surgery.

Ongoing studies

A Brazilian study comparing different physiotherapy protocols is ongoing (RBR-7QNF5G).

Studies awaiting classification

We have requested further information about a trial registry record, as we have found no associated publication and the status of the trial is unclear (NCT00175669).

Risk of bias in included studies

There were four included studies. We have provided explanations of 'Risk of bias' assessments in the Characteristics of included studies table (see also the 'Risk of bias' summary, Figure 2).
Figure 2. Risk of bias summary: review authors' judgements about each risk of bias item for each included study. Green (+) = low risk of bias; red (-) = high risk of bias; yellow (?) = unclear risk of bias.

Allocation
We assessed Engstrom 2013 and Herrin 2016 as being at low risk of bias for random sequence generation and allocation concealment. We deemed Satila 2016 to have a high risk of bias for allocation concealment, but a low risk of bias for sequence generation. We assessed D'Apote 2012 as being at unclear risk of bias, as the report stated that it was a cross-over RCT, but provided no information on how participants were randomised or allocated to treatment, or on the method of allocation concealment.

Blinding
We assessed Engstrom 2013 as having a high risk of bias for blinding of participants and personnel, and for blinding of outcome assessors. Although randomisation was undertaken prior to baseline examinations, the staff conducting the baseline examinations, and children and parents, were blinded to which group the child had been allocated until after the baseline examinations. Children occasionally revealed group allocation to the physical therapist. We deemed Herrin 2016 to have a high risk of bias for both blinding of participants and blinding of assessors, as all parties knew the children’s allocations. We assessed Satila 2016 as having high risk of performance bias, since participants and personnel were aware of the participant groups; however, outcome assessors were blinded so we judged the study to be at low risk of detection bias. D'Apote 2012 was assessed as having unclear risk of bias as the article does not state if any blinding was applied to participants, personnel, or assessors.
Incomplete outcome data

We assessed Engstrom 2013, Herrin 2016, and Satila 2016 as having a low risk of bias for incomplete outcome data as attrition rates were low. We considered D’Apote 2012 to have a high risk of bias, as the trialists did not supply data for each data collection interval or each outcome measure.

Selective reporting

We assessed Engstrom 2013 as having a low risk of bias for selective reporting as all planned outcome data were reported within the study. We judged D’Apote 2012 to have a high risk of bias as data were not supplied for each data collection interval or each outcome measure. We assessed Herrin 2016 and Satila 2016 as having an unclear risk of bias as reporting of the outcomes of interest was incomplete, and we could not use the data in a meta-analysis.

Other potential sources of bias

We assessed Engstrom 2013, Herrin 2016, and Satila 2016 to be at low risk of other potential sources of bias. The groups were similar at baseline, with no reported co-interventions. We assessed D’Apote 2012 to be at high risk of other bias due to incomplete data collection.

Effects of interventions

See: Summary of findings for the main comparison Botulinum toxin plus conservative treatment versus conservative treatment only

We intended to extract data for the degree of change from a pre-intervention baseline to six months, for the outcome measures specified in our protocol. Three included studies did not report outcomes within the specified time frame, nor were data available for extraction (D’Apote 2012; Herrin 2016; Satila 2016). The only study providing data before the intervention (baseline) at a time point at, or greater than, six months following the intervention was Engstrom 2013.

Botulinum toxin plus conservative treatment versus conservative treatment only

Casts and botulinum toxin type A versus casts alone

One study (Engstrom 2013) compared a combination of casting (conservative treatment) and botulinum toxin type A to casting alone. See Summary of findings for the main comparison.

Primary outcome: improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking). Time frame: six months

The protocol of this review specified a six-month time frame; Engstrom 2013 reported data at three months and 12 months. The review authors determined three months to be insufficient follow-up for a true representation of a treatment effect. We contacted the author of Engstrom 2013 and obtained individual participant data to calculate the change from baseline at 12 months, and reported this outcome.

Table 1 indicates the number of children toe walking more than 50% of the time, according to parent perception.

Parents were asked to quantify the amount of toe walking, rather than our primary outcome of heel-toe walking. While there was improvement in parent perception of toe walking for less than 50% of the time at 12 months in both intervention groups, there was no clear difference (based on individual participant data) between the casting-plus-BTX group (n/N = 18/19) versus the casting-alone group (n/N = 18/26): risk ratio (RR) 1.21, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.57 to 2.55; 45 participants; very low-certainty evidence. One participant in the casting-plus-BTX group did not have a 12-month follow-up.

Secondary outcomes

We report secondary outcomes from Engstrom 2013 at the 12-month time point only.

Active range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree change from baseline. Time frame: six months

This outcome was not reported.

Passive range of motion of the ankle joint in knee extension and knee flexion, measured by goniometry. Time frame: six months

We obtained individual participant data for passive dorsiflexion range of motion at the ankle joint and calculated the change in passive dorsiflexion from baseline to 12 months (Table 2). We used individual participant data to calculate the change in passive ankle joint range from baseline at 12 months. The study performed randomisation at the participant level and we therefore used whole participant data. Where there were left and right measures, we have reported both sides. There was little or no difference between groups in passive ankle joint dorsiflexion range of movement on the right with the knee extended (mean difference (MD) -1.48°, 95% CI -4.13 to 1.16; 1 trial, 47 participants; very low-certainty evidence), on the right with the knee flexed (MD -0.04°, 95% CI -1.80 to 1.73; 1 trial, 46 participants; very low-certainty evidence), on the left with the knee flexed (MD 1.07, 95% CI -1.22 to 3.37), or on the left with the knee extended (MD 0.05, 95% CI -0.91 to 1.93). In principle, MDs greater than zero (i.e. positive values) would favour BTX and casting, and negative values would favour casting alone. We have not reported effects as better or worse because of the very uncertain evidence. See Table 2.

Pain, measured by different scales, e.g. visual analogue scale (VAS). Time frame: six months (change)

Pain was not measured in this study.

Recurrence of idiopathic toe walking post-treatment. Time frame: 12 months

The study did not describe recurrence of ITW; however, it did describe a severity measure relating to amount of heel contact during gait (Engstrom 2013). We considered that this outcome was a pseudo measure of recurrence and reported the change-from-baseline severity of toe walking 12 months after treatment.

The study also used a system devised by Alvarez 2007 to classify the severity of ITW. This classification system has a high degree of sensitivity and uses both kinematic and kinetic variables to group ITW into mild, moderate, or severe categories. Alvarez 2007 described mild ITW as the first ankle rocker (heel versus forefoot contact) being present; moderate ITW as the early third ankle rocker (early heel rise) being present; and severe ITW as predominantly the first ankle plantar flexion moment during loading response (forefoot weight acceptance) being observed. Table 3 displays the number of participants in each severity grouping at baseline and at 12 months. There were no clear differences between the two treat-
ment groups at pre-treatment, three months or 12 months; however, both groups improved significantly between pre-treatment and 12 months. Engström 2013 reported no change between the three-month and 12-month follow-up.

In order to analyse the change in severity grouping based on gait analysis parameters for individual participants, the review authors treated the rating of severity as a continuous variable (mild = 1, moderate = 2, severe = 3). We calculated the change in severity for each participant from pre-treatment to 12 months post-treatment, with a positive change indicating improvement in toe walking and a negative change indicating a deterioration in toe-walking status. We then performed a one-way ANOVA to compare the change in severity between groups. The data in Table 4 are based on unpublished ordinal data that the author group analysed as continuous data. We found that the result favoured the casting-and-BTX group over the casting-only group (MD 0.34, 95% CI -0.09 to 0.78; 46 participants; moderate-certainty evidence; Table 4).

**Adverse events**

The study reported no discontinuations of treatment or fatal events. The trial author provided individual participant data by personal communication and reported that there were no discontinuations of treatment. Minor adverse events were reported, such as skin irritation and mid-calf pain related to the cast or casting process.

**Botulinum toxin type A with footwear, night splints and strengthening exercises versus footwear, night splints and strengthening exercises**

One trial (Satila 2016) compared BTX with night splints and strengthening exercises versus night splints and strengthening exercises alone.

**Primary outcome: improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking). Time frame: six months**

No individual data were available for extraction from the study, following contact with the authors. The publication reported that 16/16 (100%) of participants in the BTX group, versus 11/13 (85%) in the comparison group, ceased toe walking. This was measured using an investigator-driven observation template.

**Secondary outcomes**

**Active range of motion of the ankle joint, measured by goniometry, degree change from baseline. Time frame: six months**

Active range of motion was included as an outcome measure; however, no results were published.

**Passive range of motion of the ankle joint in knee extension and knee flexion, measured by goniometry. Time frame: six months**

At 24 months, the passive range of motion of the ankle joint had declined in five out of 16 children in the BTX group, and five out of 14 children in the comparator group. The range of motion remained the same in two children in each group, and increased in nine children in the BTX group, and six children in the comparator group.

**Pain, measured by different scales, e.g. visual analogue scale (VAS). Time frame: six months (change)**

Pain was not measured in this study.

Recurrence of idiopathic toe walking post-treatment. Time frame: 12 months

All children continued to toe walk at 24 months.

**Adverse events**

The study indicated no discontinuation of treatment or fatal events (Satila 2016). We emailed the author to obtain outcome data; however, this was not available for participants in either group.

**Botulinum toxin type A plus stretching and exercises versus stretching and exercises alone**

One study (D’Apote 2012) compared BTX plus stretching and exercises to stretching and exercises alone. We contacted the trial author but no data were available other than the published abstract (D’Apote 2012).

Most outcomes were not measured. Data were not available for any outcome other than for passive range of motion at the ankle joint, but results reported were not attributable to either treatment group.

**Ankle-foot orthosis versus foot orthosis with a carbon fibre foot plate**

One study (Herrin 2016) compared an ankle-foot orthosis to a foot orthosis with a carbon fibre foot plate. The study reported outcomes at six weeks, which much shorter than our prespecified time point of six months. No data were available for our specified measures of effectiveness.

**Adverse events**

The study indicated one dropout, which was not due to adverse events but to the participant being unavailable.

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of main results**

Four studies met the inclusion criteria, comprising of a total of 104 participants (Engstrom 2013; D’Apote 2012; Herrin 2016; Satila 2016). The trial by D’Apote and colleagues was an abstract that provided no meaningful data for inclusion in qualitative synthesis (D’Apote 2012). In the study by Herrin and colleagues, outcomes were measured at less than the minimum six-month timeframe (Herrin 2016). We contacted the authors of Satila 2016, as the article only provided summary data in graphical form. The authors did not have any further summary or individual participant data available. Only Engstrom 2013 provided data suitable for extraction.

The study by Engstrom and colleagues was a randomised, controlled, parallel-group trial that tested the hypothesis that combined treatment with serial casting and BTX injections was more effective than serial casting alone in reducing ITW gait (Engstrom 2013). Participants in both intervention groups improved after treatment in all reported study parameters. The evidence provided by this study was too uncertain to determine whether or not the administration of BTX injections prior to four weeks of casting treatment improved treatment outcomes when compared to serial casting alone (Engstrom 2013).

We extracted data on three outcome measures from Engstrom 2013. The study had 47 participants and described results for improvement of time spent toe walking, passive ankle joint range of
motion, and recurrence of toe walking at baseline, three months, and 12 months. The protocol of this review required outcomes at baseline and six months for range of motion and parent report of time spent toe walking. The included study also reported the severity of the toe walking gait pattern, which the review authors determined as a pseudo measure for toe walking recurrence and best described by a return to the baseline severity of toe walking, 12 months after treatment. This outcome met the timeframe of the protocol.

Results from this analysis were too uncertain to determine whether the addition of BTX to serial casting had any effect on parent report of improvement in toe walking to under 50% of the time, or the change in passive ankle joint dorsiflexion range of movement at 12 months.

Overall completeness and applicability of evidence
There is a lack of well designed and reported studies on ITW that include a control or comparison group. Within this review, only two interventions have been reported, although there are a number of alternative interventions described within the literature. The reasons many studies explored the use of alternative interventions were not included. Home exercises or stretches were also included as standard care or an intervention; the trials provided no data on how these were introduced, what they consisted of, or if any functional measures were used to determine their effect. Similarly, the effect of the treatments on quality of life are unknown, and this may be considered in future trials.

Quality of the evidence
This review is limited by the small number of RCTs available. Four studies met the inclusion criteria, but only one study was suitable for data extraction. Its outcome measures and reported time frames required us to deviate from the published protocol. We downgraded the evidence to very-low certainty, the reasons for this being indirectness (because for continuous outcomes the assumed risk was the control group), risk of bias (because participants and outcome assessors were not blinded to the allocation), and imprecision (because the optimal information size was not met and CI included effects that could lead to different clinical decisions).

Potential biases in the review process
We assessed Engstrom 2013, Herrin 2016, and Satila 2016 as being at low risk of bias for most domains other than blinding of outcome assessors and participants. We considered D’Apote 2012, which was published as an abstract, as having unclear or high risk of bias for all domains.

Bias may have been introduced at the protocol stage; this includes the decision-making process when setting the boundaries of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the outcome measures and time frames for extraction.

After the screening process, no study met our criteria for both outcome measures and time frame. We decided on a deviation from protocol. This deviation was that we changed the specified length of follow-up time from six months to 12 months (see Differences between protocol and review); this did not affect the number of included articles. See Characteristics of excluded studies.

We emailed the authors of D’Apote 2012 and Satila 2016, but were not able to obtain additional data. These two articles reported the outcome measures and time frame outlined in the protocol. Recruitment for NCT00175669 was reported to be completed in 2011, according to the clinical trials registry entry. We have attempted to contact the trial authors but have not yet been able to identify an associated publication.

Agreements and disagreements with other studies or reviews
A systematic review by van Kuijk 2014 included 19 studies. The review did not have a registered protocol but investigated a similar question to this present review. It included non-randomised study designs, whereas this Cochrane Review only included randomised control trials. van Kuijk 2014 did not include abstracts; therefore D’Apote 2012 was not included for analysis, whereas we did include that abstract in this Cochrane Review. Two of the studies included in the present review (Herrin 2016 and Satila 2016) have both been published since van Kuijk 2014 was published.

The protocol outlined within this Cochrane Review provided a framework for outcomes and timelines for extraction. Both reviews commented on passive range of motion as an outcome measure. The protocol for the present review stated that this should be calculated as the change from baseline and required individual participant data to be obtained.

Similarly to this Cochrane Review, van Kuijk 2014 also concluded there were limited evidence-based treatments for ITW.

Another systematic review explores a similar research question, however it was published in Spanish and was not translated for this review (Gámez Irueja 2014). We believe there are no other systematic reviews with a similar research question.

AUTHORS’ CONCLUSIONS

Implications for practice
The treatment of restricted ankle dorsiflexion is a common method of intervention for children with an idiopathic toe walking (ITW) gait pattern. There is insufficient evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) on the effect of interventions for ITW. One study provided outcome data on the effects of serial casting with or without botulinum toxin type A injection (BTX) prior to casting, however the evidence was too uncertain for any conclusions to be drawn. A further three studies reported outcomes relating to BTX, footwear, exercises, and different types of orthoses as interventions for ITW; however, outcome data were too limited to determine the effects of these interventions.

Implications for research
The findings of this review indicate a need for future high-quality RCTs of commonly used interventions for ITW. Future research in ITW should consider consistent and reliable outcome measures across both clinical and laboratory settings. Individual participant data should be reported or made available due to the variability in the presentation of this condition. In addition, follow-up time frames with a minimum of six months are required to understand the long-term impact of treatment.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDIES

Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

D’Apote 2012
Methods
Randomised, controlled, cross-over trial

Participants
Number of participants: planned enrolment of 15 in each group. At the time of reporting, 9 children (sex unknown) were included in the intervention group.

Baseline characteristics
Average age: 7.6 years

Participant inclusion criteria: not stated

Participant exclusion criteria: not stated

Interventions
Group A: botulinum toxin A (6 U/kg for muscle) bilaterally in gastrocnemius + AFO + exercise
Group B: botulinum toxin A

Outcomes
Primary outcome
Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking)

- Technique: kinematics and kinetics associated with EMG and Vicon, scale not reported
- Time frame: measures were taken at baseline, 1, 3, and 6 months.
- Outcome type: interval

Secondary outcomes
Passive ankle dorsiflexion

- Technique: not reported
- Time frame: measures were taken at baseline, 1, 3, and 6 months after injection.
- Outcome type: interval

Conflicts of interest
Not reported
D'Apote 2012 (Continued)

Funding
Not reported

Notes
Location: Italy (assumed)

Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors' judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>The article states it is a cross-over RCT however there is nothing that states how the participants are randomised or how treatments were allocated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>The article does not state the method of allocation concealment, therefore we cannot place a judgement on this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>The article does not state if any blinding was applied to either participants or personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>The article does not state if any blinding was applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>The article reports data for all participants enrolled in the study at the time of publication with reference to further participants being recruited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>No data were available for extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>The article reported interim outcome data from an incomplete study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engstrom 2013

Methods
Randomised controlled, parallel-group trial

Participants

* Number of participants: 47

**Baseline characteristics**

Casting group
- Age: 9.4 years (5.4 years to 13.6 years)
- Sex: 13 male; 13 female
- Family history of idiopathic toe walking: 17/25 (68%)
- Age of independent walking (months): 12.4 (8 to 24)
- Delivery method: 2 delivered by caesarean

Casting + botulinum toxin A group
- Age: 9.4 years (5.0 years to 14.5 years)
- Sex: 16 male; 5 female
- Family history of idiopathic toe walking: 9/20 (45%)
- Age of independent walking (months): 12.3 (9 to 17)
- Delivery method: 2 delivered by Caesarean
Overall

- Age: 9.4 years (5.0 years to 14.5 years)
- Sex: 29 male; 18 female
- Family history of idiopathic toe walking: 26
- Age of independent walking (months): 12.4 (8 to 24)
- Delivery method: 4 delivered by Caesarean
- Commencement of toe walking: 39 children commenced toe walking at age of independent walking, and 4 children within 2 years, 1 child within 4 years and 3 children within 6 years of independent walking

**Participant inclusion criteria:** parents’ perception, he/she walked at least 25% of the time on his/her toes and had done so for at least 3 months. No other explanation for the toe walking. No known congenital Achilles tendon contracture

**Participant exclusion criteria:** previous treatment for idiopathic toe walking such as Achilles tendon surgery, casts, orthotics, and injection of botulinum toxin A. Plantar flexion contracture beyond 10°

**Pretreatment:** all children were randomised to 4 weeks of treatment with below-the-knee walking casts either as the sole treatment (CA group) or following botulinum toxin-A injection into the calf muscles (CA1BX group). There were no differences between groups with regard to age or sex distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Casting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casting + botulinum toxin A 12 U/kg body weight of Botox (Allergan, Irvine, California): 4 injections in each calf (2 in the proximal third of the lateral and medial gastrocnemius bellies and 2 distally in the gastrocnemius-soleus complex). Injections performed with electromyogram amplifier guidance to ensure intramuscular position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outcomes**

**Primary outcome**

*Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking)*

- **Technique:** classification system described by Alvarez 2007. Children were classified as mild, moderate or severe from a linear scale.
- **Time frame:** measurements were taken before intervention, 3 months and 12 months post-intervention.
- **Outcome type:** continuous

**Secondary outcomes**

*Passive ankle dorsiflexion*

- **Technique:** measured with a goniometer in both knee-extended and 90° flexed positions.
- **Time frame:** measurements were taken before intervention, 3 months and 12 months post-intervention.
- **Outcome type:** continuous

**Adverse effects**

- **Outcome type:** adverse event
- **Reporting:** partially reported

**Conflicts of interest**

Nil declared

**Funding**

Centre of Competence Blekinge County Council, Promobilia Foundation, Samariten Foundation, and Society for Childcare. The funding sources did not play a role in the investigation.

**Notes**

**Location:** Sweden

Study recruited between 2005 and 2010
### Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors' judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Randomisation was done in randomly permuted blocks of four.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Randomisation was done with the use of sealed envelopes with randomly permuted blocks of four. A medical statistician prepared the envelopes and a nurse performed the randomisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Participants were blinded at initial assessment; however, participants were not blinded to treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Assessors at baseline were blinded to group allocation. Some children and parents revealed the intervention group allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Low attrition from study. The study recruited 47 participants, with data obtained for most outcomes of interest from 45 participants. One participant dropped out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>No study protocol was available, but the trial report lists the outcomes of interest in both the methods and the results section. All outcomes were reported or data were available from the author group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Groups were similar at baseline; there were no cointerventions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Herrin 2016

**Methods**

Randomised, parallel-group, controlled trial

**Participants**

- **Number of participants:** 18

**Baseline characteristics**

- **Ankle-foot orthoses group**
  - Age: 5.5 years (3.6 years to 8.0 years)
  - Sex: 5 male; 4 female
  - Age of independent walking (months): 12.3 months (7 months to 15.5 months)

- **Foot orthoses group**
  - Age: 4.6 years (3.3 years to 7.0 years)
  - Sex: 5 male; 4 female
  - Age of independent walking: 11.9 months (9 months to 15.5 months)

- **Overall**
  - Age: 5.0 years (3.3 years to 8.0 years)
  - Sex: 10 male; 8 female
  - Age of independent walking: 12.0 months (7 months to 15.5 months)
### Herrin 2016 (Continued)

**Participant inclusion criteria:** diagnosis of idiopathic toe walking, aged between 2 and 8 years, determined by physician as a candidate for orthotic intervention

**Participant exclusion criteria:** diagnosis of any neurological conditions, previous treatment for Achilles tendon contractures (including serial casting and surgery), or presence of ankle equinus which will limit the ankle achieving 90° of ankle angle alignment.

### Interventions

- **Ankle-foot orthoses:** polypropylene AFO with 90° plantarflexion stop, free dorsiflexion and full length toe plate
- **Foot orthoses:** custom foot orthoses attached to carbon fibre foot plates

### Outcomes

**Primary outcome**

*Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking)*

- **Technique:** measured with Vicon Polygon (v.4.0.1) gait analysis software
- **Time frame:** measures were taken at intervention and 6 weeks following wear.
- **Outcome type:** binary outcome

### Conflicts of interest

- No conflicts declared
- First author affiliated with a company providing orthoses services

### Funding

- Funding was obtained from the Orthotic and Prosthetic Education and Research Foundation (OP-ERF-2011-SGA-1). The funding agency played no role in the study.

### Notes

- **Location:** Georgia, USA: children with ITW were recruited from area physical therapists and physicians

### Risk of bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors' judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Block randomisation was undertaken with a computer random number generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Allocation was concealed until interventions were assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>There was no blinding of personnel or participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>There was no blinding of outcome assessments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias) All outcomes</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>There was no attrition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>No study protocol was available, but the trial report lists the outcomes of interest in both the methods and the results section. Outcomes of interest are reported incompletely and therefore could not be entered into meta analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>No other bias was identified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods

Randomised, parallel-group, controlled trial

Participants

Number of participants: 30

Baseline characteristics

Conservative treatment group
- Age: 4.9 years (2.0 years to 9.0 years)
- Sex: 9 male; 5 female
- Use of night splints before study: 6 (43%)
- Number of children who independently walked between 12 and 18 months: 8 (57%)

Botulinum toxin A group
- Age: 5.3 years (2.5 years to 8.0 years)
- Sex: 9 male; 7 female
- Use of night splints before study: 7 (44%)
- Number of children who independently walked between 12 and 18 months: 11 (69%)

Overall
- Age range: 2.0 years to 9 years
- Sex: 18 male; 12 female
- Family history of idiopathic toe walking: 17 (57%)
- 28 (93%) born with no complications
- 13 (43%) toe walked soon after independent walking

Participant inclusion criteria: children who had toe walked for at least 6 months, were graded on a severity scale, between the ages of 2 and 10 years with no medical condition known to cause or be associated with toe walking gait. Children were required to have passive ankle dorsiflexion with an extended knee to 0 degrees or more.

Participant exclusion criteria: previous treatment for idiopathic toe walking such as Achilles tendon surgery, casts, or injection of botulinum toxin A

Interventions

Conservative treatment: indoor shoes with firm heel cup and straps; night splints of soft cast worn a minimum of 5 nights per week; home strengthening program performed 5 days per week for a minimum of 10 minutes per day

Conservative + botulinum toxin type A (BTX-A): all conservative treatment interventions plus BTX-A injections into gastrocnemius-soleus complex, repeated at 6 month intervals if needed. BTX dosage of 3 U/kg per head of the gastrocnemius muscle and 2 U/kg into soleus while the child was under light sedation.

Outcomes

Primary outcome

Improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking)
- Technique: measured by change in severity of toe walking pattern by parent report and video recording
- Time frame: measures were taken at baseline and at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months.
- Outcome type: interval

Secondary outcomes

Active ankle ROM
- Technique: undefined
Satila 2016 (Continued)

- **Time frame:** measures were taken at baseline and at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months.
- **Outcome type:** continuous

**Passive ankle ROM**

- **Technique:** undefined
- **Time frame:** measures were taken at baseline and at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months.
- **Outcome type:** continuous

**Adverse effects**

- **Outcome type:** adverse event
- **Reporting:** partially reported

---

**Conflicts of interest**

No conflicts declared

**Funding**

Medical research funds of Tampere University Hospital, Kanta-Hamp and Paijat-Ham Hospitals, and the ARVO and Lea Yippo Foundation, Finland

**Notes**

Location: Finland

---

**Risk of bias**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Authors' judgement</th>
<th>Support for judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Randomisation was done with the use of sealed envelopes prepared by a statistician, with randomly permuted blocks of 4. Grading on baseline assessment was taken into account in the randomisation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>No concealment was documented. Younger children (2 to 6 years) versus older children (7 to 10 years) were enrolled in separate categories; children were subsequently paired on toe-walking severity. Participant numbers were low, and sub-grouping was considered to reduce concealment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>There was no blinding of participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>There was no blinding of outcome assessors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>No attrition was reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</td>
<td>Unclear risk</td>
<td>No study protocol was available, but the trial report lists the outcomes of interest in both the methods and the results section. Outcomes of interest were not reported by treatment group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other bias</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>There was no other bias.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFO: ankle-foot orthosis
EMG: electromyography
ITW: idiopathic toe walking
RCT: randomised controlled trial
ROM: range of motion
Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Reason for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez 2007</td>
<td>Case study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedetti 2013</td>
<td>Cohort study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brouwer 2000</td>
<td>Cohort study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunt 2004</td>
<td>Cohort study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eiff 2006</td>
<td>Narrative literature review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanchiang 2014</td>
<td>PhD thesis with case study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gámez Iruela 2014</td>
<td>Systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadhav 2017</td>
<td>Retrospective chart audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahn 2009</td>
<td>Non-randomised pre-post study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michalitsis 2019</td>
<td>Within-subject randomised controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thielemann 2019</td>
<td>Non-randomised pre-post study with non-ITW concurrent control group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Characteristics of studies awaiting assessment [ordered by study ID]

**NCT00175669**

**Methods**
Randomized, parallel-assignment, placebo-controlled, double-blind (participant, investigator)

**Participants**
Children with idiopathic toe walking (planned recruitment 32 participants), aged 5 to 15 years old
Diagnostic criteria: toe walkers according to gait laboratory’s definition (loss of first ankle rocker, early heel rise (prior to 30% of the cycle) and A1 kinematic data)
Co-operative with gait analysis and injection

**Interventions**
- **Intervention group:** botulinum A toxin injection into the gastrocnemius muscle and casting
- **Control group:** placebo and casting

**Outcomes**
- **Primary outcome**
  Gait analysis data - specifically whether post-injection gait analyses show a reduction in the features that were used to determine the severity of the subjects’ toe walking problem
- **Secondary outcome**
  Ankle range of motion (dorsiflexion and plantarflexion) at every visit

**Notes**
Start date 2007, completion date November 2009. No results posted on clinicaltrials.gov
## Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]

### RBR-7QNFFG

**Trial name or title**  
The effects of muscle strengthening of the plantar flexors on the gait pattern of children with idiopathic toe walking.

**Methods**  
Randomized, blinded, controlled, two-arm parallel-group trial

**Participants**  
Planned 30 participants with idiopathic toe walking, 5 years to 11 years old

Exclusions: "structural ankle deformity in equine (inability to reach the ankle neutral position passively); with central or peripheral neurological impairment; who are unable to minimally understand the questions used during the evaluations; which have undergone surgery in the lower limbs or who have undergone the application of botulinum toxin in the last 12 months"

**Interventions**  
- **Intervention group**: same protocol of conservative treatment, with the addition of the triceps sural muscle strengthening exercise. The protocol will also have a total duration of 8 weeks and will be applied twice a week. The duration of a single session will be approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes (N = 15 (planned))

- **Control group**: conservative treatment (stretching exercises of the triceps muscle, muscle strengthening of the anterior tibial, sensory-motor and gait phases training). Duration 8 weeks, applied twice a week. The duration of a single session will be approximately 1 hour (N = 15 (planned))

**Outcomes**  

- **Primary outcome**
  
  Active range of motion of ankle dorsiflexion, assessed by a two-dimensional kinematic analysis of the sagittal plane. The kinematic evaluation will be performed using a video recording in the sagittal plane of the lower limbs. The most affected side (with a lower amplitude of dorsiflexion) will be used to compare the groups.

  Two-dimensional kinematics will be performed at baseline and at the end of treatment (8 weeks).

  "A mean difference of 6.29 degrees of the amplitude of ankle dorsiflexion will be taken as the basis for establishing clinical significance. Such a difference is expected between the beginning and the end of the treatment and between groups, to affirm that the intervention group was superior to the control group."

- **Secondary outcomes**
  
  Static and dynamic balance, measured by the KTK test (baseline and at the end of treatment (8 weeks))

  Passive range of motion, measured by the lunge-test (baseline and at the end of treatment (8 weeks))

  Ped4.0 quality of life questionnaire (baseline, at the end of treatment (8 weeks) and 24 weeks after the baseline (follow-up))

**Starting date**  
Date of first enrolment: 2 February 2018

**Contact information**  
Vanessa Gonçalves Coutinho de Oliveira  
vanessagcoliveira@gmail.com  
Universidade Federal de São Paulo, Brazil

**Notes**  
Primary sponsor: Universidade Federal de São Paulo

Secondary sponsor: Instituto de Assistência ao Servidor Público Estadual de São Paulo

UTN number: U1111-1200-9696
### ADDITIONAL TABLES

**Table 1. Number of children toe walking greater than 50% of the time according to parent perception responses (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>12-month review</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than or equal to 50%</td>
<td>51% or more</td>
<td>Less than or equal to 50%</td>
<td>51% or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting + BTX</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Engstrom 2013.
### Table 2. Change in passive dorsiflexion from baseline to 12 months (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary outcomes</th>
<th>Pre-treatment</th>
<th>12 months post-treatment</th>
<th>Change in ROM (between pre-treatment and 12 months post-treatment), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Difference in change in ROM between groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cast group</td>
<td>BTX + cast group</td>
<td>Cast group</td>
<td>BTX + cast group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/N</td>
<td>n/N</td>
<td>n/N</td>
<td>n/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive dorsiflexion range of movement (knee extended) in degrees (right)</td>
<td>4.45 (5.60)</td>
<td>5.75 (4.94)</td>
<td>10.93 (4.17)</td>
<td>10.75 (4.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>27/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive dorsiflexion range of movement (knee flexed) in degrees (right)</td>
<td>16.73 (5.65)</td>
<td>16.00 (5.03)</td>
<td>15.77 (6.11)</td>
<td>15.00 (4.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive dorsiflexion range of movement (knee extended) in degrees (left)</td>
<td>4.63 (7.06)</td>
<td>5.00 (4.59)</td>
<td>10.56 (4.23)</td>
<td>12.00 (2.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>27/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive dorsiflexion range of movement (knee extended) in degrees (left)</td>
<td>15.19 (5.19)</td>
<td>15.50 (4.84)</td>
<td>15.19 (5.19)</td>
<td>16.00 (4.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>20/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROM: range of movement
n: number of participants that data was collected from
N: total number of participants in each cohort
SD: standard deviation
SE: standard error

Data from Engstrom 2013.
Table 3. Number of participants in each severity grouping at baseline and 12 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre-treatment (n/N)</th>
<th>12 months post-treatment (n/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting</td>
<td>0/26</td>
<td>9/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botox + casting</td>
<td>0/21</td>
<td>4/21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n: number in each severity class
N: total number of participants in each cohort

Data from Engstrom 2013.

Table 4. Change in severity after 12 months (re-occurrence)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean within participant change in severity after 12 months re-occurrence</th>
<th>Mean difference (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>n/N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casting</td>
<td>0.85 (0.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26/27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTX and casting</td>
<td>1.19 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Engstrom 2013.

APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Cochrane Neuromuscular Specialised Register (CRS Web) search strategy

Search run on 29 April 2019

#1 toe or toes or "achilles tendon*" or "ankle joint*" AND INSEGMENT
#2 tiptoe* or "tip toe*" AND INSEGMENT
#3 #1 or #2 AND INSEGMENT
#4 MeSH DESCRIPTOR Gait Disorders, Neurologic AND INSEGMENT
#5 walking or gait or contracture or "equinus deformity" AND INSEGMENT
#6 idiopathic or habitual or walk* or gait* or congenital or stiff* or equinus AND INSEGMENT
#7 #4 or #5 or #6 AND INSEGMENT
#8 #3 and #7 AND INSEGMENT
#9 "toe walk*" AND (habitual or idiopathic) AND INSEGMENT
#10 #8 or #9 AND INSEGMENT
#11 infan* or newborn* or "new born*" or baby* or babies or neonat* or perinat$ or postnat$ or child$ or schoolchild$ or kid or kids or toddler* AND INSEGMENT
#12 adolesc* or teen* or boy* or girl* or minors* or underag* or "under ag*" or juvenile* or youth* AND INSEGMENT
#13 puber* or pubescen* or prepubescen* or prepubert* or pediatric* or paediatric* or paediatric* AND INSEGMENT
#14 kindergar* or nursery or preschool* or "pre school*" or "primary school*" AND INSEGMENT
#15 "elementary school*" or "secondary school*" or highschool* or "high school*" or schoolage* or "school age*" AND INSEGMENT
#16 #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 AND INSEGMENT

Interventions for idiopathic toe walking (Review)
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Appendix 2. Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CRS Web) search strategy

Search run on 29 April 2019

#1 toe or toes or "achilles tendon*" or "ankle joint*" AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#2 tiptoe* or "tip toe*" AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#3 #1 or #2 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#4 MeSH DESCRIPTOR Gait Disorders, Neurologic AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#5 walking or gait or contracture or "equinus deformity" AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#6 idiopathic or habitual or walk* or gait* or congenital or stiff* or equinus AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#7 #4 or #5 or #6 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#8 #3 and #7 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#9 "toe walk*" AND (habitual or idiopathic) AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#10 #8 or #9 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#11 infant* or newborn* or "new born*" or baby* or babies or neonat* or perinat$ or postnat$ or child$ or schoolchild$ or kid or kids or toddler* AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#12 adolesc* or teen* or boy* or girl* or minors* or underag* or "under ag*" or juvenil* or youth* AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#13 puberty* or pubescen* or prepubescen* or prepubert* or pediatric* or paediatric* AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#14 kindergar* or nursery or preschool* or "pre school*" or "primary school*" AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#15 "elementary school*" or "secondary school*" or highschool* or "high school*" or schoolage* or "school age*" AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#16 #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#17 #10 and #16 AND CENTRAL:TARGET
#18 (#10 and #16) AND (CENTRAL:TARGET)

Appendix 3. MEDLINE search strategy

Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) and Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Daily <1946 to April 26, 2019>

Search Strategy:

1 randomized controlled trial.pt. (480941)
2 controlled clinical trial.pt. (93047)
3 randomized.ab. (441066)
4 placebo.ab. (197155)
5 drug therapy.fs. (2103249)
6 randomly.ab. (309676)
7 trial.ab. (461204)
8 groups.ab. (1905295)
9 or/1-8 (4426560)
10 exp an im als/ not hum an.s.sh. (4574312)
11 9 not 10 (3828315)
12 toes/ (9914)
13 Achilles Tendon/ (7701)
14 Ankle Joint/ (14865)
15 (toe*1 or tiptoe*1 or tip toe*1 or achilles tendon* or ankle joint*).tw. (34284)
16 or/12-15 (53027)
17 Walking/ (30113)
18 Gait/ (25646)
19 Gait Disorders, Neurologic/ (5968)
20 Contracture/ (7787)
21 Equinus Deformity/ (424)
22 congenital.fs. (73050)
23 (idiopathic or habitual or walk$ or gait$ or congenital or stiff$ or equinus).tw. (546459)
24 or/17-23 (595946)
25 16 and 24 (10704)
26 toe walk*.kh,ti. and (habitual or idiopathic).mp. (98)
27 or/25-26 (10704)
28 (infan* or newborn*1 or new born*1 or baby* or babies or neonat* or perinat$ or postnat$ or child$ or schoolchild$ or kid or kids or toddler*).tw.sh. (3033890)
29 (adolesc* or teen* or boy* or girl* or minors* or underag* or under ag* or juvenil* or youth*).tw. (2204744)
30 (pubert* or pubescen* or prepubescen* or prepubert* or pediatric* or paediatric* or peadiatric*).tw. (361665)
Appendix 4. Embase (OvidSP) search strategy

Database: Embase Classic+Embase <1947 to 2019 April 26>
Search Strategy:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 crossover-procedure.sh. (59211)
2 double-blind procedure.sh. (162202)
3 single-blind procedure.sh. (34815)
4 randomized controlled trial.sh. (547905)
5 (random* or crossover* or cross over* or placebo* or (doubl* adj blind*) or allocat*).tw,ot. (1648249)
6 trial.ti. (275731)
7 or/1-6 (1830848)
8 (animal/ or nonhuman/ or animal experiment/) and human/ (1877841)
9 animal/ or nonanimal/ or animal experiment/ (4243802)
10 9 not 8 (3543478)
11 7 not 10 (1681567)
12 limit 11 to (conference abstracts or embase) (1419541)
13 toe/ (14345)
14 achilles tendon/ (9911)
15 ankle/ (34648)
16 idiopathic toe walking/ (45)
17 (toe*1 or tiptoe*1 or tip toe*1).tw,kw. (30507)
18 (achilles tendon*1 or ankle joint*).tw. (20420)
19 or/13-18 (83101)
20 walking/ (65743)
21 gait/ (51083)
22 neurologic disease/ (135577)
23 exp contracture/ (26178)
24 pes equinus/ (1569)
25 (idiopathic or habitual or walk* or gait* or congenital or stiff* or equinus).tw. (798025)
26 or/20-25 (962862)
27 infant/ (663803)
28 exp infant/ (1101986)
29 exp newborn/ (590161)
30 exp school/ (371521)
31 juvenile/ (44569)
32 adolescent/ (1563747)
33 exp puberty/ (44993)
34 exp pediatrics/ (111056)
35 (infant* or newborn* or new born* or baby* or babies or neonat* or perinat* or postnat*).tw. (1069430)
36 (child* or kid or kids or toddler* or adole* or teen* or boy* or girl* or minor* or underag* or under ag or juvenil* or youth*).tw. (2570249)
37 (puber* or pubescen* or prepubescent* or prepubert* or pediatric* paediatric* or paediatric*).tw. (55209)
38 (schools or nursery school* or preschool* or pre school* or primary school* or secondary school* or elementary school* or high school* or highschool* or school age*1 or schoolage* or school age*).tw. (197227)
39 or/27-38 (4847810)
40 12 and 19 and 26 and 39 (232)
41 remove duplicates from 40 (228)

Appendix 5. CINAHL Plus (EBSCOhost) search strategy

Monday, April 29, 2019 7:53:47 AM

S38 S36 AND S37 15
S37 EM 20180301- 511,869
S36 S18 AND S28 AND S34 Limiters - Exclude MEDLINE records
Search modes - Boolean/Phrase 68
S35 S18 AND S28 AND S34 342
S34 S29 OR S30 OR S31 OR S32 OR S33 1,076,658
S33 "elementary school*" or "secondary school*" or highschool* or "high school*" or schoolage* or "school age*" 35,683
S32 kindergar* or nursery or preschool* or "pre school*" or primary school* 191,640
S31 puber* or pubescent* or prepubescent* or prepubert* or pediatric* or paediatric* or peadiatric* 163,702
S30 adolesc* or teen* or boy* or girl* or minors* or underag* or "under ag*" or "juvenile" or youth* S25,893
S29 infan* or "newborn*" or "new born*" or baby* or babies or neonat* or perinat$ or postnat$ or child$ or schoolchild$ or kid or kids or toddler* 765,143
S28 S26 OR S27 3,222
S27 ( TI "toe walk*" OR AB "toe walk*" ) AND ( TI (habitual or idiopathic) or AB (habitual or idiopathic) ) 70
S26 S21 AND S25 3,222
S25 S22 OR S23 OR S24 116,486
S24 TI (idiopathic or habitual or walk* or gait* or congenital or stiff* or equinus) OR AB (idiopathic or habitual or walk* or gait* or congenital or stiff* or equinus ) 91,469
S23 walking or gait or contracture or "equinus deformity" 51,882
S22 (MH "Gait Disorders, Neurologic") 1,967
S21 S19 OR S20 14,702
S20 tiptoe* or "tip toe*" 83
S19 toe or toes or "achilles tendon*" or ankle joint* 14,661
S18 S1 or S2 or S3 or S4 or S5 or S6 or S7 or S8 or S9 or S10 or S11 or S12 or S13 or S14 or S15 or S16 or S17 1,218,982
S17 ABAB design* 119
S16 TI random* or AB random* 285,896
S15 ( TI (cross?over or placebo* or control* or factorial or sham? or dummy? ) ) or ( AB (cross?over or placebo* or control* or factorial or sham? or dummy? ) ) 570,565
S14 ( TI (clin* or intervention* or compar* or experiment* or preventive or therapeutic) or AB (clin* or intervention* or compar* or experiment* or preventive or therapeutic) ) and ( TI (trial*) or AB (trial*) ) 221,048
S13 ( TI (meta?analysis or systematic review? ) ) or ( AB (meta?analysis or systematic review? ) ) 80,944
S12 ( TI (single* or double* or tripl* or trebl*) or AB (single* or double* or tripl* or trebl*) ) and ( TI (blind* or mask*) or AB (blind* or mask*) ) 42,928
S11 PT ("clinical trial" or "systematic review") 165,886
S10 (MH "Factorial Design") 1,120
S9 (MH "Concurrent Prospective Studies") or (MH "Prospective Studies") 381,302
S8 (MH "Meta Analysis") 37,808
S7 (MH "Solomon Four-Group Design") or (MH "Static Group Comparison") 97
S6 (MH "Quasi-Experimental Studies") 10,803
S5 (MH "Placebos") 11,210
S4 (MH "Double-Blind Studies") or (MH "Triple-Blind Studies") 41,200
S3 (MH "Clinical Trials") 258,272
S2 (MH "Crossover Design") 17,442
S1 (MH "Random Assignment") or (MH "Random Sample") or (MH "Simple Random Sample") or (MH "Stratified Random Sample") or (MH "Systematic Random Sample") 91,098

Appendix 6. Web of Science meetings search strategy

**TOPIC:** (idiopathic toe walking) **Refined by: DOCUMENT TYPES:** ( MEETING ABSTRACT OR PROCEEDINGS PAPER ) **Timespan:** All years. **Indexes:** SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCII-S, CPCII-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, ESCI, CCR-EXPANDED, IC.

Appendix 7. Open Grey search strategy

idiopathic toe walking

Appendix 8. ClinicalTrials.gov search strategy

Advanced search

**Condition:** idiopathic toe walking

**Intervention:**

**Recruitment status:** select ALL

Appendix 9. ICTRP search strategy

Advanced search

**Condition:** idiopathic toe walking
Appendix 10. Methods described in the protocol

In the protocol we described the following methods which, in the absence of meta-analysis or suitable data, were not applicable.

Measures of treatment effect

Continuous outcomes: changes in amount of toe walking to heel-toe gait for participants will comprise the main outcomes. If the same measurement instrument or scale is used across studies, we will use the mean difference (MD) to pool and compare post-treatment mean scores, with the weight given to each study determined by the precision of the estimate of effect. If different instruments or scales are used across studies, we will calculate the standardised mean difference (SMD) with a 95% confidence interval (CI) to pool and compare post-treatment mean scores.

As a rule of thumb for the interpretation of Cohen’s SMD, we will use the criteria discussed in Higgins 2011 in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions:

- < 0.40: small effect;
- 0.40 to 0.70: moderate effect; and
- > 0.70: large effect.

For dichotomous outcomes, we will calculate a risk ratio (RR) with a 95% CI.

Unit of analysis issues

We will include cluster-randomised trials only when the intervention and control groups are totally comparable except for location and recruitment.

Where studies report multiple interventions, we will report only the interventions eligible for inclusion in the review. If a trial includes three groups that could be included in the same meta-analysis, we will combine groups for a 2-way analysis if combining groups makes clinical sense, or halve the comparison group.

Assessment of heterogeneity

We will assess heterogeneity by visual inspection of the forest plots, and the I² statistic. We will define significant heterogeneity as I² > 50% because this may represent substantial or considerable heterogeneity (Higgins 2011).

Assessment of reporting biases

If there are more than 10 trials in a single analysis, we will create funnel plots to assess publication bias; we will interpret this with caution.

Data synthesis

If meta-analysis is possible, we will use a fixed-effect analysis and perform a sensitivity analysis using a random-effects model if there is evidence of significant statistical heterogeneity. When a meta-analysis cannot be performed, we will describe the effects of interventions narratively in a qualitative synthesis.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

Where possible, we will conduct subgroup analyses for the severity of contracture (range of joint motion of dorsiflexion of the ankle joint of more than 10°, 0° to 10°, and less than 0°). We will use ITW gait pattern as the outcome measure for subgroup analyses and use the formal test for subgroup interactions in Review Manager 5 (RevMan 2014).

Sensitivity analysis

We will consider sensitivity analyses during the review process, and if required we will:

1. repeat the analysis, excluding unpublished studies (if there are any);
2. repeat the analysis, excluding studies at high risk of bias;
3. repeat the analysis if there is one or more very large study/studies, excluding them to look at how much they dominate the results;
4. repeat the analysis to assess the effects of imputing missing data.
C O N T R I B U T I O N S  O F  A U T H O R S

Antoni Caserta screened titles and abstracts for eligibility, carried out data extraction, assessed the risk of bias of included trials, and analysed and interpreted data. He critically reviewed the initial manuscript for intellectual content (with a focus on paediatric podiatry), drafted the initial manuscript, and approved the final manuscript.

Verity Pacey analysed and interpreted data. She was involved in critically reviewing the initial manuscript for intellectual content (with a focus on paediatric physiotherapy), and approved the final manuscript.

Michael Fahey screened titles and abstracts for eligibility. He assisted in drafting the manuscript, critically reviewing the manuscript for intellectual content (with focus on paediatric neurology), and approved the final manuscript.

Kelly Gray assessed the risk of bias of the included trials and carried out data extraction. She critically reviewed the manuscript, and approved the final manuscript for review.

Raoul HH Engelbert was involved in conceptualisation. He assessed the risk of bias of the studies and critically reviewed the initial manuscript for intellectual content (with a focus on paediatric physiotherapy), assessed the risk of bias, and approved the final manuscript.

Cylie M Williams assisted in the selection of studies included within the review when Antoni Caserta and Michael Fahey did not reach consensus. She assisted in carrying out data extraction and assisted in assessing risk of bias when Kelly Gray and Raoul HH Engelbert did not reach consensus. She was involved in critically reviewing the manuscript and approving the final manuscript for review.
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Cylie M Williams: has received funding from the NHMRC and other competitive funding bodies to undertake research and provide professional education about idiopathic toe walking. She has also published research relating to idiopathic toe walking which may feature within systematic reviews.

Verity Pacey: none known.

Antoni J Caserta: none known.

Kelly Gray: none known.

Raoul HH Engelbert: none known.

Michael Fahey: has served on a scientific advisory board and as a consultant for and received funding for travel from Actelion Pharmaceuticals Ltd and UCB, receives research support from NHMRC and the NIH (1R03HD058625-01, CI); has held/holds stock in Sigma Pharmaceuticals; and has given expert testimony on behalf of the Therapeutic Goods Administration.

D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  P R O T O C O L  A N D  R E V I E W

The wording of the primary outcome was changed from "improvement (majority or greater than 50%) of time spent toe walking, measured by either quantifiable judgement from the child, parent, or healthcare professional, or by kinetic or kinematic gait analysis. Time frame: six months" to "improvement in toe walking (defined as greater than 50% of time spent heel-toe walking), preferably measured as the proportion of participants with improvement based on quantifiable judgements by the child, parent, or healthcare professional, or by kinematic or gait analysis. Time frame: six months." This change in wording did not alter the intent of the extraction.

We included Engstrom 2013, which reported outcomes at three and 12 months. We contacted the author and obtained individual participant data. This enabled calculation of the change from baseline at 12 months. We determined three months was not long enough for a true representation of treatment effect, but included the 12-month data, which was different from our specified six-month time point.

Meta-analysis was not possible; additional methods related to meta-analysis are in Appendix 10. We clarified methods for dealing with unit-of-analysis issues in multi-arm trials, should there be any such trials in future updates.

We provided additional detail on the GRADE assessment process in the Data synthesis section.

We acquired raw data from study authors in SPSS formatting. Therefore, we calculated mean differences and risk ratios in SPSS (IBM Corp. 2013).

The protocol stated that the participant rather than the foot would be the unit of analysis. However, in conditions which are bilateral, there is likely a correlation between the outcomes of each limb. This has been demonstrated in other trials in which interventions were applied to both feet. “The independence assumption is one of these, and it would therefore seem prudent to advise against the pooling of limb data in most situations and to consider the unit of analysis to be people rather than limbs” (Menz 2004). Given ITW is considered a bilateral condition (Sala 1999), the review authors concluded that only data that could satisfy the assumption for independence would be included (Sutton 1997).
In future versions of this review we will aim to analyse studies of BTX + conservative treatments versus conservative treatments in a single analysis, if the data allow. If there are various conservative treatment subgroups we will endeavour to run their analysis by type.

We planned to search the metaRegister of Controlled Trials (mRCT, controlled-trials.com/mrct) but it was no longer available.